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THE VALUE OF RPO
As an RPO provider, PeopleScout can immediately fill in the gaps and help teams scale.
Specifically, we bring the expertise, the insights from across our client base and the people
needed to supplement spikes in hiring.
Furthermore, depending on the needs of each organization, we can also: create a more
automated hiring process; bring technology solutions; assist with sourcing strategies; or
work on diversity and inclusion projects. Plus, we can provide value either through ongoing,
operational support or on a strategic, project-by-project basis. Essentially, an RPO provider
can provide businesses with the flexibility and scalability they need for the next several months
– and potentially longer as the virus continues to affect the economy.
At PeopleScout, we have clients across different industries, segments of the market,
geographies and sizes. As you can imagine, each client has its own unique situation, solutions,
best practices and lessons learned. As a result, we can bring that broad expertise to each of
our clients and use that experience to craft the best solution for each employer’s needs.
In particular, when I think about the current challenges of scale from an RPO perspective,
there are two significant ways in which we can help: 1) We can supplement internal talent
acquisition teams by bringing in additional recruiters, and 2) we can add technology –
automation technology and digital tools – to handle the increase in volume of hires and
applications.
The best part is that when it comes to scaling with an RPO partner, the process is seamless on
the employer’s end. That’s because we: develop a relationship as early as possible and train
our teams on your processes; introduce them to your hiring managers; and prepare the right
technology suite for your needs. That way, our teams are trained and ready to go, but we don’t
start our work until you are ready to hire. Then, when hiring begins, you don’t have to worry
about finding recruiters and getting them up to speed. Instead, when it’s time to flip the switch
and start hiring, our teams are able to begin working very quickly.
At PeopleScout, we have two ways to accomplish our speed to scale:
Our industry-specialized flex
team of recruiters can be
activated on short notice

Our global delivery centers provide 24/7
support and recruiting capabilities that
enable a faster recruitment process.

Consequently, we can scale up these experienced recruiters very quickly. Then, as your needs
change, we can scale the team back down.
Our teams also rely on our technology solutions to ramp up quickly. With Affinix™ Virtual
Interview Management, our teams can automate on-demand virtual interviews and allow
candidates to self-schedule their own live interviews, thereby saving valuable time.
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Here’s an example of how quickly the process works: When one of our clients needed to ramp
up immediately to provide aid after a major hurricane hit the southern U.S., PeopleScout
quickly sourced and hired 100 workers in just three days.
From a client perspective, it’s invisible. There’s no risk in having to make investments, and
there are no large teams to manage. You simply share with us what the demand is, and we
build in processes to make sure that we’re available to hit those ramps and, just as quickly,
turn it off.

THE CONVERSATIONS YOU SHOULD HAVE NOW
Even if your organization is not ready to make hires now, you should begin having
conversations about when and how you will hire when the time comes. That way, you won’t
have a week-long lead time.
If you haven’t been hiring since the pandemic began, you may also need to revamp parts of
your recruitment process for the health and safety of your employees and candidates. This
means looking at a virtual solution that, depending on your needs, may include adding virtual
interviews, interview scheduling, a remote offer and onboarding process or more. Now is the
best time to work with your RPO provider to have the solution up and running when you start
hiring.
When things do ramp back up, I think a big piece of a strong recovery for your organization
will be timing. We know the economy is going to get better; we don’t know exactly when, but
we know it will happen. It’s time to start these conversations and start planning.
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HOW THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC IMPACTS
TALENT PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
A Q&A with EMILY GORDON
VP of Global Implementation
By NICOLE FUQUA
Trend Writer

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues and talent leaders around the world
respond to the constant uncertainty, many are partnering with RPO and
technology providers. Meanwhile, hiring and technology needs are changing
quickly and frequently, which necessitates a nimble partner who can scale
quickly. However, the days of implementing new programs in the traditional
ways are over. Specifically, there are no days-long, in-person kickoffs or
hands-on, face-to-face trainings. Now, it’s all virtual.
At PeopleScout, Emily Gordon has risen to the challenge of building
partnerships and implementing new talent programs without even a handshake. She has more than 21 years of
experience in talent acquisition and has overseen sourcing, continual process improvement and client implementations.
In particular, her expertise is in transitions, process improvement, team building, client relationship development and
operational delivery.
We spoke with Emily from her home in Michigan about what implementation looks like right now.

HOW HAS THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
TRANSFORMED THE RPO
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS?
The first and most obvious change is that it has
moved everything to a 100% virtual process. That
was a big shift for us. We depended on in-person
meetings and non-verbal cues. Implementation
has been a human-to-human process. We’ve been
really pushed to leverage technology and use new
tools. We’ve also added an emotional intelligence
expert, who is helping our internal teams and
our customers adapt. We’re interacting with
stakeholders in different ways.
We’re using a lot of video and doing lots of
checking in, but we’re also taking more breaks.
In a traditional implementation, we’d have a big
kickoff that would take place over multiple days.
We’d meet in person and get the butterflies and
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nervousness and excitement out. That’s difficult to
manage now; because of video fatigue, people have
a hard time spending a full workday on camera in a
video meeting. So, we break our kickoff into more
manageable chunks.
That means that while implementations during the
pandemic have moved faster than they did before,
it feels like we’re moving slower over the first few
days as we get started. Relationships take longer to
grow over video calls than they do in person. At the
same time, we save a lot of time because we don’t
need to build in travel or work as hard to coordinate
schedules. This speed is important right now
because a lot of customers want to implement new
solutions faster because they had to scale down so
quickly due to COVID. Now, they’re needing to ramp
back up just as quickly.
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WHAT DOES THE PROCESS LOOK LIKE
NOW?
We’ve boiled the process down to four steps, and we
use the acronym NEXT. It stands for Needs analysis,
Engage and evaluate, eXecute and Transform.
In our needs analysis, we meet internally with
our business development team and solutions
architects, and we meet externally with clients
to really understand their needs. We define what
success looks like in this partnership and ensure
that all their needs are met.
Then, we move into engage and evaluate, where
we bring in even more stakeholders, including our
PeopleScout client delivery teams. We go through
every step of the client’s current process and look
for ways to optimize and bring in our expertise. We
make sure there aren’t any missed opportunities to
accelerate success.

Then, we’re in the execute phase, where we add in
our technology teams. We start to test and bring
our new processes into practice. We bring the full
delivery team into place, complete trainings and get
ready for go-live.
Finally, we move into transformation. When you
think about an implementation, it is really just the
beginning, right? Our philosophy at PeopleScout is
that implementation is a process and not an event.
When we get to that last phase, we’re really at the
beginning of our relationship with a new way of
working established for both organizations.

WHAT ARE THE BEST VIRTUAL
PARTNERSHIP BUILDING STRATEGIES
YOU’VE DEVELOPED – ESPECIALLY WHEN
IT COMES TO COMMUNICATION?
Video is so important. At first, I think people were
shy about being on video all day, every day. We
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broke up meetings to make it work for everybody.
We also use collaboration technology to update our
notes and project management tracking in real time
so clients can watch everything happen. Building
transparent communication virtually is difficult, so
this has been an important step.

A LOT OF ORGANIZATIONS FIND
THEMSELVES NEEDING TO QUICKLY
IMPLEMENT A NEW TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTION, ESPECIALLY AROUND VIRTUAL
INTERVIEWING. WHAT ADVICE DO YOU
HAVE FOR THE PROCESS?

We’ve also learned not to be afraid to say, “I think
we need to try that again.” Sometimes, we need
to have another call to dig into an issue a little bit
more, or maybe the right stakeholders couldn’t
make part of a call. Sometimes, we ask the same
questions two or three times throughout the
process to make sure everyone is still on the same
page.

I recommend starting by selecting a technology
solution that can be flexible and ramp up and
down quickly. A best-in-class technology solution
includes integrations, but that adds time and
complexity when a lot of talent acquisition leaders
are looking for speed. We encourage people to
be flexible. We’ll pilot a new solution in a certain
way and then decide what integrations we need
to do and where we can best spend our time and
effort. You have to design the process around your
immediate needs and then build it from there.

A LOT OF TALENT ACQUISITION
TEAMS ARE RUNNING LEAN RIGHT
NOW. WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE
FOR ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE
IMPLEMENTING RPO WITH A SMALL
INTERNAL TEAM?
That’s the best part about RPO, right? Whatever
you’re trying to implement – whether you’re trying
to expand scope or add technology – that’s what
we’re made for. Just be honest about the team
you have and the needs you have. If you don’t have
access to subject matter experts, let us know and
be flexible. Maybe you previously had a reporting
analyst, but now you can only provide access so that
our team can find the necessary data ourselves.
That’s okay. That’s our job. Our job is to bring
the solution to you and to support you. It can feel
overwhelming to start a new relationship. It’s a lot
of work. To get through it, we need to acknowledge
that and talk about the support you need so we can
help you get there.
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At PeopleScout, we use AffinixTM, and that’s always
my recommendation. When a client needs it, we
can just turn on our virtual interviewing solution.
I just did this with one of my clients, a healthcare
organization, where we had to get video interviewing
up and running really quickly at the start of the
pandemic. If you need that, we can do it.

ARE THERE ANY FINAL THOUGHTS YOU’D
LIKE TO LEAVE US WITH?
Remember that change is always difficult. Having a
good partner makes it better, but there will always
be bumps in the road. Communicate. Don’t be
afraid to ask questions. Be vulnerable. Admit what’s
working and what’s not. As an RPO provider, we are
here as a consultant. Our job is to come forward
with solutions to problems you might not even be
able to articulate yet. So, be open. Implementation
is hard, but it doesn’t need to be painful.

